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1. Overview 
1. Microsoft hosts four major conferences per year. Build is aimed at developers, WPC is aimed at 

Microsoft partners, Envision is aimed at IT decision makers, and Ignite is aimed at enterprise IT 

professionals. Microsoft uses Ignite to update the enterprise community on its vision, 

accomplishments, and best practices. Additionally, Ignite has a large exposition hall 

2. Microsoft reportedly hosted some 22,000 attendees at its Ignite conference. 

3. The conference took place in Atlanta and utilized the Philips Arena for keynotes and the 

neighboring Georgia World Congress for sessions and expo. Orlando is planned for Fall-17. 

4. This is the second Ignite conference. The first Ignite was held in Chicago in the Spring of 2015. 

Previously, Microsoft hosted dedicated conferences for Lync, Exchange, and SharePoint. Ignite 

combines these into a single, broader event.  

5. Microsoft’s vision is to “empower everyone to do more” and intends to accomplish this by 

innovating in personal computing, cloud services, intelligent services, and improved security.  

2. Announcements 
Microsoft made several announcements at Ignite that can be organized into three broad categories: 

security, intelligence, and cloud.  

1. Security announcements spanned Azure, Office 365, and desktops. Microsoft will use security 

to expand its usage of the Edge browser. Virtual containers will prevent threats from spreading.  

2. A series of intelligence announcements reveal how cloud-delivered services can complement 

premises-based solutions. Microsoft has renamed Delve Analytics to My Analytics designed to 

improve personal productivity. Features of Graph and Sway will become more accessible in 

Office. Relationship Assistant will leverage broad data sources to improve information in 

Dynamics CRM. Several advanced tools such as video recognition and AI enabled virtual agents 

are becoming available.  

3. Microsoft intends to leverage a hybrid architecture with Azure as a key differentiation from 

other providers. Windows Server 2016 will facilitate hybrid features. Azure monitoring services 

are designed for hybrid deployments even across operating systems. Microsoft is also releasing 

a preview of its Azure Stack that allows customers to run a mini-version of the Azure cloud in 

private data centers.  

4. Microsoft also announced at Ignite that longtime partner Adobe will be moving its cloud-

delivered services to Azure.  

3. Skype for Business Announcements 
CVP Gurdeep Singh Paul presented a session on Skype that provided updates, announcements, and 

demonstrations. Additionally, there were several specialized sessions on Skype for Business.  

1. Microsoft continues to expand its PSTN UCaaS calling services with new service in France and 

Spain. The service is already available in the US, UK, and Puerto Rico.  
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2. Office 365 conferencing services have expanded into more countries with local numbers 

available now in Australia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Egypt, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Monaco, Philippines, Qatar, Russia, Serbia, Sri Lanka, Ukraine, Uruguay 

and Vietnam. Conferencing services are available in 400 cities in 90 countries.  

3. By the end of the calendar year, Skype for Business will support regionally hosted meetings. 

Multinational admins can provision users in the region nearest to their physical location. 

4. Skype for Business conference IDs will soon be more secure with unique one-time codes.  

5. Organizational Auto Attendant and Call Queues for Skype4B Online will be in beta this month.  

6. Project Rigel, previewed last March at Enterprise Connect, is expected this month, and will be 

known as the next generation of Skype Room Systems (SRS). The solution requires Surface Pro 

4 based hardware that will be initially available from Logitech, Crestron, and Polycom. The 

solution represents the first native Skype4B conference room solution that utilizes non-touch 

enabled monitors and projectors. Each of the solutions utilize a Surface Pro 4 running a custom 

version of Windows 10.  

7. A new client for Apple Macintosh computers is expected this month. It will provide IM, 

contacts, presence, P2P calling, group video calling, one-click join, and conversation history. 

This Mac client represents the “latest thinking” about the Skype4B user experience, and 

includes new elements such as new message notification and a larger “corner-to-corner” videos 

with minimal borders.  

8. Advanced analytics are coming to Skype for Business later this year.  

9. The upcoming iOS 10 Skype4B client will utilize Apple Callkit to allow use of the native Apple 

dialer for Skype4B calls.   

10. Microsoft is expanding its Skype Operations Framework (SOF) (a methodology and toolset for 

planning, deployment, and operations) with a new Cloud Migration release to facilitate moving 

from a premises-based deployment to a hybrid or cloud model.  

4. Opinion 
1. Satya Nadella is transitioning Microsoft from products to cloud services. With regards to 

Skype4B, the priority is clearly on services and Office 365.  

2. With the end of Microsoft’s aspirations for Windows-based mobile devices, Microsoft now 

openly embracing strong Skype4B clients on Mac, iOS, and Android - a prior weakness. 

3. The Surface Pro Hub was (finally) released earlier this year (journey began with Microsoft’s 

acquisition of Perceptive Pixel in 2012). It is the first Skype4B native and branded video 

conferencing solution, and there were many Informal indicators of its success. Now with the 

launch of the new SRS solution Microsoft has solutions for video conferencing. This is likely 

problematic for Polycom, its long time video partner.  

4. It was disappointing that there was no mention of the rumored Skype for Teams or any type of 

workstream messaging solution response to Cisco Spark or Slack. This is a clear gap in 

Microsoft’s portfolio that could be filled by a linking/integrating/creating Office 365 services. 

5. The term Skype can be confusing as it can refer to the consumer service or the broader brand.  

6. It is surprising that Microsoft is allowing Apple to provide the native dialer (and UI) to its 

Skype4B users. This is the opposite of Polycom emulating the Skype4B UI in its Real Presence.  

7. Skype4B Online is maturing independently and differently from Skype4B Server. 

http://www.skypeoperationsframework.com/

